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A group G is said to be factorizable by two proper subgroups A and B if 
G = AB = BA. This paper deals with finite groups satisfying the following 
assumption: 
HYPOTHESIS (H). G = AB is a finite factorizable group such that 
(IA I) IB I> = 1. 
In this paper we use freely the recent classification theorem for finite 
simple groups. 
From the early stages of finite group theory, finite factorizable groups 
satisfying (H) were studied by many authors. In 1904 Burnside [6] proved 
the solvability of groups factorizable by two prime power subgroups. Many 
years later Wielandt [29] proved the solvability of finite groups factorizable 
by two nilpotent subgroups of relatively prime orders (Kegel extended 
Wielandt’s result in the case that both subgroups A and B are nilpotent 
without restrictions). The second author in [ 121 classified finite factorizable 
groups of type (H) where A and B are solvable subgroups. Results on groups 
satisfying (H) can be found in [3, 4, 10, 12, 19, 20, 291 and in other papers 
on finite factorizable groups. Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 of this paper 
state the final solution to the problem of classifying groups of type (H). We 
prove the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G = AB be a simple group such that G satisfies (H) 
and assume that B is the subgroup of odd order. Then G belongs to one of 
the following types: 
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(I) A, with r > 5 a prime and A N A,-, . 
(II) M,, and either A is solvable or A N M,,. 
(III) M,, and either B is Frobenius of order 11 . 23 or B is cyclic of 
order 23 and A N M,, . 
(IV) PSL(2, q) where either q E { 11,29,59} and A 1: A, or 3 < q & 1 
(4) and A is solvable. 
(V) PSL(r, q) with r an odd prime such that (r, q - 1) = 1 and either 
G N PSL(5,2) and ] B ] = 5 . 3 1 or A is a maximal parabolic subgroup such 
that PSL(r - 1, q) is involved in A. In particular B is either cyclic or 
Frobenius. 
As an immediate corollary we obtain: 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a group such that G satisfies (H) and D a 
composition factor of G. Then either D is of type (I)-(V) in Theorem 1.1 or 
n(D) E n(A) or n(D) s z(B). In particular in the latter case D is either a 
section of A or of B, respectively. 
The first author and M. Ward [4] proved that the only E,,-simple groups 
are of type (IV) in Theorem 1.1 with q =p a Mersenne prime. Using 
Theorem 1.1 we are able to classify the E,,-simple groups for each prime r. 
Related results and some consequences of Theorem 1.1 are included in 
Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Our notation is standard and taken mainly from [7] and [ 141. In 
particular if X is a subset of the group G we write X c G and X c G if X is a 
subgroup or a proper subgroup of G, respectively. Let rr be a set of primes 
such that n s n(G). Following P. Hall [ 151 we say that G satisfies E, if G 
has a Hall x-subgroup denoted by G,. G satisfies C, if G satisfies E, and 
any two S,-subgroups of G are conjugate. G satisfies D, if G satisfies C, 
and every n-subgroup of G is contained in some S,-subgroup of G. We use 
freely the following results: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) Zf K is a normal subgroup of the group G such 
that K satisfies C, and G/K satisfies E, then G satisjies E,. 
(b) Zf G has a nilpotent G, subgroup then G satisfies D,. 
Proof. See [ 15, Theorem E2] and [30]. 
From [ 3 1 ] the prime graph of a group G is a graph where the vertices are 
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the primes dividing the order of G, and two vertices r,, rz are joined by an 
edge if and only if there exists g E G such that ] g] = r, rz. Each connected 
component in the prime graph of G is a prime graph component. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be a group with more than one prime graph 
component. 
(a) If G is solvable then G is either Frobenius or 2-Frobenius and G 
has exactly two prime graph components. 
(b) If G is nonsolvable, let 7c, be the component containing the prime 
2. Then G has one of the forms: Frobenius, simple, an extension of a 7c,- 
group by a simple group, simple by 7c,-solvable or z, by simple by z,. In 
particular if G is not Frobenius then the number of components of G is at 
most that of the simple factor. 
Proof See [ 3 1, Corollary (Gruenberg-Kegel)]. 
As in [ 1 ] a proper subgroup X of G is called a CC-subgroup if C,(X) E X 
for every x E X’. Let Xc G be a CC-subgroup such that either X n Xg = 1 
or X n Xg =X for all g E G then X is called a CCT-subgroup of G. If G is a 
solvable group the connection between prime graph components and CC- 
subgroups of G is clear by Proposition 2.2(a) and Frobenius’ theorem [ 14, 
Theorems 2.7.6 and 2.7.71. In the other case we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a nonsolvable group and let z be a prime 
graph component of G not containing the prime two. Then G contains a 
nilpotent Hall n-subgroup which is also a CCT-subgroup. 
Proof See [ 3 1, Theorem 31. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G = AB be the product of a CC-subgroup A with 
Z(A) # 1 and a solvable subgroup B. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) Either G is Frobenius or 2-Frobenius. 
(b) PSL(n, q) g G/F(G) z PTL(n, q), where either n = 2 and q = 2k 
forsomek,orn=q=3orn=3andq=2. 
Proof. See [ 1, Theorem 21. 
Let a, b, s, n be natural numbers such that a ] (b” - 1) but at (b” - 1) for 
all n < s, then s is called the order of b with respect to a, and denoted by 
s = Ord,(b). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G be a solvable group, M c G a CC-subgroup and 
r E K(G) - X(M) a prime. Then there exist n, , n, E N U {0} such that: 
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(a) 1 G,] = r”l+“*. 
(b) r”l 1 JM] - 1. 
(c) [MI ( (P* - 1) and therefore Ord,,,(r) 1 n2. 
ProoJ By Proposition 2.2(a). 
We now quote some number theoretic properties that we shall need 
repeatedly in the course of the proofs. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let p be a prime q = p” and n, s natural numbers. 
Then we have: 
(a) There exists a prime r such that Ord,(q) = s unless s = 6 and 
q = 2 or s = 2 and q =p is a Mersenne prime. 
(b) ((4’ + 1)/(2, q + I), (qS - 1) nj::(qj - 1)) = 1 if and only if 
s = 2k. 
(c) Ifs > 3 then ((qS - l)/(q - l)(s, q - l), nj: ;(qj - 1)) = 1 if and 
only ifs is a prime. 
(d) If s is odd then ((4’ + l)/(q + l)(s, q + l), ns::(q”j - 1)) = 1 if 
and only ifs is a prime. 
(e) Ifp”-l=2ktheneithern=lorn=2andp=k=3. 
Proof: (a) See [22, 1.7 (Zsigmondy)]. 
(b), (c) and (d) See [ 3 1 ] (the proofs in [ 3 1, Lemmas 7, 8 and 91 are 
for p odd, the same proofs hold for p = 2). 
(d) See [ 16, Lemma 3.1(a)]. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let q be a natural number and r,p odd primes such 
that q E l(r) and Ord,(q) = 1. Then we have: 
(a) /qj- ll,=]q- lI,]jl,for everyjEN. 
(b) In;=,(qj- l)l,< InJZk”+l(d- l)l,for every n, k E N. 
(c) I J& ,(d - l)l, < I ni”=‘:“::“<$ - 1 )I, < I nj”=‘k”+ ,(qj - 1 )I, for 
every n, k E N. 
(d) Ifqr 1(22) then Iqj- l],=]q- l],]j],. 
(e) If q=--l(2’) and j=i(2) with iE {O, 1) then )q’- l/,= 
Iq + 11:-t 2’ I&. 
(f) In;=, qj - 1 I2 < ]n~~~+ l(q’ - l)], for every n, k E N. 
Proof. Let ljl,. = r”. (a) follows by induction on n. See (28,2]. 
(b) By (a) nail+, 14j - 1 lr = 1q - 11: j(n + k)!/k! lr. Since ( “ik) is a 
natural number then (b) holds. 
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(d) For j odd it is trivial. If j = 2k, by induction on k, we obtain that 
I&- %=I+ Wf+ lI,=lq- ll,lkl,2. 
(e) Again for j odd it is trivial. Since q2 = 1(2*) if j is even we apply 
Cd). 
(f) From (d) and (e) as in (b). 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 utilizes some results of Curtis et al. [8] and 
[22] about Chevalley groups. 
Let G be a simple group of Chevalley type over a field with q =p” 
elements. We denote by p the field’s characteristic. Any proper subgroup of 
G containing the Bore1 subgroup NG(Gp) is called a parabolic subgroup [ 71. 
If G is of rank m, let {ai,..., CY,} be a fundamental system of roots and Uni 
the root subgroup corresponding to the root ai. We denote by Pi = (N,(G,), 
(U=/j # i)), where 1 < i < m a maximal parabolic subgroup of G, by Li = 
({ua,, u-,/j+ 4) L a evi subgroup and by x the group XO,(P,)/O,(P,) for 
XC Pi. It is known ([ 71 and [ 81) that Li is a product of pairwise commuting 
groups of Chevalley type and its structure can be found by deleting the 
vertex i from the Dynkin diagram of G. Throughout this paper we consider 
only Chevalley groups with trivial center. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let G be a group of Chevalley type of rank m and 
characteristic p. Then for every 1 < i < m we have: 
(a) Pi = No(G& Li. 
(b) Li a pi. 
(c) Let D c Li be a group of Chevalley type associated with a 
connected component in the Dynkin diagram of G without the vertex i. Then 
D 4 Li. 
(d) Let M c G such that G, c A4 then M c Pi for some 1 < i < m. 
Proof. See [7], [8] and [22]. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let G be as in Proposition 2.8 and assume that G 
satisfies (H). Then there exists i, 1 < i < m, such that: 
(a) Pi = A(B n Pi) or Pi = (A n P,)B. 
-- - 
(b) &=(,4nPinLi)(BnPinLi). 
(c) Let D C_ Li be a group as in Proposition 2.8(c) then D= -- 
(AnPinD)(BnPinfi). 
Proof: See [12]. 
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Let L be a subgroup of a group G of Chevalley type of characteristic p
then L is said to be flag-transitive if G = No(G,)L. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let G be a group of Chevalley type of characteristic 
p such that G satisfies (H) with IBI 1 ING(GJ. Then A isflag-transitive. 
Proof. See [ 14, Theorem 6.4. I]. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let G be a group of Chevalley type of rank m > 2 
and suppose that L c G is jlag-transitive. Then G belongs to one of the 
following types: 
(a) PSL(3,2) N PSL(2,7) and IL1 = 3 . 7. 
(b) PSL(4,2)=A, and L =A,. 
(c) PSp(4,3) N PSU(4,2) and IL I= 26 . 3 . 5. 
ProoJ See [22]. 
For the proof of Theorem 1.1 we check the list of nonabelian simple 
groups. The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 3: The groups of 
Chevalley type; Section 4: The groups of alternating and sporadic type; 
Section 5 : Applications. 
3. THE GROUPS OF CHEVALLEY TYPE 
In this section G is a simple group of Chevalley type of rank m and 
characteristic p. 
3.1. ‘G,(q) does not satisfy (H) for every q = 32nt’ with n E N. 
Proof: Assume that G N ‘G,(q) satisfies (H) for some q = 3*“+ I. 
Without loss of generality suppose that G, E B. By Proposition 2.8(d) 
B g P, = NG(G3). Since ]N,(G,)I, = lq - 1 IZ < ] G,] then 2 E “(A). In 
particular by [ 121 A is a nonsolvable subgroup with 3 @ n(A) and A, is 
abelian. This contradicts Glauberman’s S4-free theorem [ 13, Lemma 7.21 
and 3.1 holds. 
Now we note that all the factorizations of A I(q), A,(q) and ‘A2(q) appear 
in [ 181 and [5]. As a consequence of [24] we can say that *B2(q) is not a 
factorizable group. If G = AB is a simple group of Chevalley type such that 
G satisfies (H) where A and B are solvable subgroups then either G is of 
type (IV) or G N PSL(3,3) E (V) in Theorem 1.1 [ 121. Therefore in the 
proof of Theorem 1.1 we may assume that A is nonsolvable of even order. 
Finally, we observe that the proofs of [ 12, 3.2 and 3.31 do not depend on the 
solvability of A and B, and in fact we proved [ 121 that 3D4(q) and ‘F,(q) do 
not satisfy (H). 
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3.2. Let G = AB be a simple group of Chevalley type such that G 
satisfies (H) with A a nonsolvable group and G, z B. Then G = PSL(2, q) 
with q E { 11, 29, 59). 
Proof: Let G be a counterexample of minimal order by 3.1 and the above 
comments G is not of type *A*(q), *B,(q), 3D,(q), *Fq(q) or *G*(q). By the 
odd order theorem, B is solvable. Assume that q > 3. Therefore, in the 
remaining cases B c N,(G,) by [23]. C onsequently, A is flag-transitive and 
by Proposition 2.11 G is of rank 1 and then G E PSL(2, q) with 
q E { 11, 29, 59) by [ 181. It follows that q = 3. Again by Proposition 2.11 A 
is not a flag-transitive subgroup; in particular G, is a proper subgroup of B. 
Since B is solvable we conclude that G satisfies E,,, with 3 < r E n(B). 
3.2.1. G&AA(3). 
Proof: By [23] A,(3) satisfies E,,, if and only if r = 2 = 1 then G &A,(3). 
3.2.2. (a) G74B1(3). (b) G&C,(3)jix every 1E N. 
Proof of (a). Since G, c B by Proposition 2.8(d) there exists 1 < i < 1 
such that B E Pi. As Li N Ai-,(3) Blpi(3) by Proposition 2.9, 3.2.1 and our 
assumption i - 1 < 1 > l- i, that is, i < 2 and l< 3. 
Since 7r(B,(3)) = {2,3,5} and A is nonsolvable it follows that G N B,(3) 
of order 2’ . 3’ . 5 . 7 . 13. Now L, 21 B,(3) and B,(3) does not satisfy 3.2; 
therefore B c P,. Since L, N A,(3) A,(3) then z(P2) = (2, 3) it follows that 
x(B) = { 3 }, a contradiction; thus (a) holds. 
(b) Li N Ai_,(3) Ci(3). Since ICi(3)I = lBi(3)1 as in (a) G & C,(3) and 
3.2.2 holds. 
3.2.3. G&D,(3) with l> 4. 
Proof: As above G,&BsP, for some l<i<l. If l<i<l-2, 
Li ~ Ai_,(3) P,_i(3), if not Ll-, II L, N A,-,(3). Note that A,(3) N D,(3), 
by 3.2.1 and the assumption i - 1 Q 1 and I- i < 2, that is, l= 4. 
L, = D,(3) does not satisfy 3.2 and L, = A,(3) D,(3) N 
A,(3)(A,(3) x A,(3)). Also in this case x(B) c x(L,) - (2) = {3}, a con- 
tradiction. 
3.2.4. G is not of type Fd(3), G,(3) or E,(3). 
Proof. In each case there always exists a component of each Levi 
subgroup of type A,(3), B,(3), C,(3) or D,(3) with l> 2. Then by 3.2.1-3.2.3 
and Proposition 2.9, it follows that 3.2.4 holds. 
3.2.5. (a) G&E,(3). (b) G&E,(3). 
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Proof of (a). Some component of each Levi subgroup is of type A,(3), 
B,(3), C,(3), D,(3) with 12 3 or E,(3). As above (a) holds. 
(b) Some component of each Levi subgroup is as in (a) or of type 
E,(3) and we conclude that 3.2.5 holds. 
3.2.6. G & 2AZk(3). 
ProoJ Let G N 2A2k(3) be a counterexample of 3.2 of minimal order then 
G, cB c Pi for some 1 < i < k. Since Li N Ai-,(32) 2A2,,-i,(3) and Ai(32) 
do not satisfy 3.2 then by the inductive hypothesis and by Proposition 2.9 we 
obtain that i = 1 and 1= 2i = 2; but 2A,(3) does not satisfy 3.2; hence 3.2.6 
holds. 
3.2.7. G & 2A2k-1(3). 
Proof Note that Li-Ai-,(32) 2AI-2i(3) for 1 <i< k- 2, Lkez N 
A,-2(32)A,(3) and L, N Ak-1(32) then as in 3.2.6 i= 1 and 1- 2i < 2. 
Consequently 1 = 3. In this case L, N A,(3), n(P,) - { 2) = { 3) and clearly 
3.2.7 holds. 
3.2.8. G & ‘D,(3) for l> 4. 
Proof. Here Li 21 A,-,(3) 2D1-i(3) for 1 < i < l- 2 and L,-, N A,-,(3). 
Since 2D,(3) N 2Aj(3) and ‘D,(3) N A,(32) then as above we get that 
i - 1 < 1 and l- i < 1 hence 1 Q 3 and 3.2.8 holds. 
3.2.9. G & 2E,(3). 
Proof. In this case some component of each Levi subgroup is of type 
A,(9), A,(9), ‘A,(3) or 2D,(3) and we conclude that 3.2 holds. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that A is a Hall nonsolvable 
subgroup of G with G, c A. We will prove: 
3.3. A simple group G = AB of Chevalley type, of a characteristic p, 
satisfying (H) with p E n(A), where A is a nonsolvable subgroup, is of type 
(V) in Theorem 1.1. 
3.3.1. If I> 2 and G N A,(q) satisfies (H) then G is of type (V) in 
Theorem 1.1. 
Proof. Let G N A,(q) be a counterexample of 3.3.1 of minimal order. By 
[ 121 and 3.2 G satisfies 3.3 and then by Proposition 2.8(d) A s Pi for some 
l<i<l. 
3.3.1.1. iE(1,2,1-1,l). 
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Proof. If 3 < i < I - 2 then 2 < I - i < I- 1 and in particular 1 > 5. Since 
Li =Ai-l(q)A,-i(q) then by Proposition 2.6(a) if A,(2) 74 G &A,(2) there 
exist two odd primes r,+, and rI- i such that Ord,,+l(p) = 1+ 1, Ord,,_,(q) = 
I - 1 and then {r,+l, rlml } n n(PJ = 4 for every 3 < i < 1 - 2. Since B is 
solvable and 7c = (r,+ i, rI- i} c n(B) then G satisfies E,. By [ 23, 
Corollary 2.1.61 if A,(q) satisfies E, with rl-, > r[+, then either 1 + 1 = 
r/+ 1 -1 and 1-l=r,+, which is impossible or I- 1 = 1 and l+ 1 = 
r/t 1 - 1. Consequently, r,+ I = 1+2=4 isnot aprime. Thenr,,, > r,-i and 
by the same argument we obtain a contradiction. If G N A,(2) we take 127 
with Ord,,,(2) = 7 instead of r/-i and the same argument yields a 
contradiction. If G 2: A,(2) and i & {l, 2,1- 1,l) then i = 3. Since IP, I3 = 
IA,(2)1: = 32 < 34 = IG1] then z(A) c n(Pj) - {3} = 12, 7}, a contradiction. 
Thus 3.3.1.1 holds. 
3.3.1.2. 1 t 1 is an odd prime. 
Proof. If 1 t 1 is not a prime then 1 t 1 = m1m2 with 2 <m, &mz (if 
1 t 1 = 12 we choose m, = 3). Assume first that A,(2) & G &A,(p) with p a 
Mersenne prime or p = 2; by Proposition 2.7 there exist two odd primes rg 
and IIt 1 such that Ordrmj(q) = mj for some j E { 1,2}, Ord,,+l(q) = 1 t 1 and 
71 = {rl+ , , rmj} E n(B). Hence B and then also G satisfies E,. By [23, 
Corollary 2.1.61 as in 3.3.1.1 we obtain a contradiction. 
Let G-A,(p) with p a Mersenne prime. Since L, N A,(p)A,(p) then if 
we assume that A E Pi with i = 2 we choose two primes r3 and r4 with 
OrdJp) = 3 and Ord,Jp) = 4 and as above we obtain a contradiction. It 
follows that A G Pi with i E { 1, 3). Now L, N A,(p) 2: L, and IN,(G,)], = 
Ip- 1)2/(4,p- 1)=2*= INLi((Li),)12 for iE (1, 3}. Hence )Al,<IP,I,= 
JP,I,=l(p*- l)(p3- 1)12=22 Ip t I] < 22lpt l]*=IGj,, again a con- 
tradiction. 
If G E A,(2) of order 26 . 32 . 5 . 7, h t us P, = N,(G,) L, = G,L,, where 
L2yA1(2)A1(2) is solvable, L, =A2(2)rr.A1(7)=L3 with IP113 = /P,l, = 
3 < IG/, and then ME {2,7} is solvable. Finally, suppose that G N A,(2) 
of order 2i5 . 34 . 5 . 7* . 31. L, = L, N A,(2) and L, N L, N A,(3) A,(2). By 
3.3.1.1 iE { 1, 2,4, 5}, in all the cases /PiI = ILi13 = 32 < IG13 and /PiI, = 
(Lil7 = 7 < /GI,. Then n(A) c {2,5,31); it follows ‘by [9, Theorem 7.61 that 
A is solvable; therefore 3.3.1.2 holds. 
3.3.1.3. (a) (I+ 1, q - 1) = 1. 
(b) If iE {2,1- I} then G=A,(2)and lBj=5.31. 
ProoJ If I= 2 then 3.3.1.3 follows from [5]. If I> 2 and i E { 1, I} then 
Li 1: A,-,(q). Assume that (It 1, q - 1) # 1, then by Proposition 2.7(a) 
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IAL+, G Pill+, = lq- l]f+,(l+ 1))’ < jq- I](+, =]G,+,]. Since by 3.3.1.2 
Li does not satisfy (H) then in this case (a) follows from Proposition 2.9. 
Let iE {2,1-- 1) then 1=2k by 3.3.1.2. If k>3 and G&A,,(2) we 
choose two odd primes r,+, and rk such that Ord,,+l(q) = I + 1 and 
WJq)= k. Since [PiIrk= /qk - llrk < lqk- lI;k= IAl(q) and rl+l @G n(Pi) 
then z = { rk, r[+ i } E n(B) and in particular G satisfies E,. Using [23 
Corollary 2.161 and the same arguments of the proof of 3.3.1 we obtain a 
contradiction. If G %A i*(2) we choose 5 instead of rk and the same 
arguments yield a contradiction. 
Finally, k = 2 implies that G N A,(q). In this case we choose two odd 
primes r4 and rs such that Ord,(q) = 4 and OrdJq) = 5. Clearly rc = 
{r4, r5} c z(B) and G satisfies E,. Again we resort to [23, Corollary 2.1.61 
to conclude that G N A,(2) and 3.3.1 holds. 
3.3.2. (a) B,(q) with I> 2 does not satisfy (H). 
(b) C,(q) with I> 2 does not satisfy (H). 
ProoJ (a) Let GE B,(q) with 12 2 be a counterexample of minimal 
order. By 3.2 and Proposition 2.8 G, c A E Pi for some 1 < i < 1. Since 
]Gz] = lA,I < ]Pilz< ]G2] that means that ]PJ2= ]Glz. Note that Li- 
Ai-l(q)B,-i(q) and if pf2 ]NG(GJ2=f /q- I]:. If 1 #i#Z, then 
l~~/~~fl~~~l~l~~=~(~~~1)l~l~~~‘1~~*~~~~1~~ IGA=flnf= (q”-l1)/2 
= f lnf:i(q”-- 1) nf=l-i+l(q2J - 1)12, by Proposition 2.7(f) 
I~f=,-~+~(q2’-l))2~I~~=~(q2j-1>~~ then lG,I>fIn$~;(q”--l) 
n~=1(4”- l>l2 > 2 Ipi12- 
(4 - l)M’ + 1112 IP, 12 = IGzI 
P, I2 = i KS - 1) rIf37” - I)12 < I&?’ - I)/ 
and PI2 = f KS - 1) l--If=2(# - 1112 < 
]nj=,(q+ I)] ]PJ2= ]G,/, it follows that p= 2. 
Now let G N B,(q) with q = 2” and r a prime such that Ord,(q) = 2. If 
I - i > 1 then BIPi(q) does not satisfy (H). Since r E n(B,-i(q)) G 7c(Pi), it 
follows that ]Gr] = lArl ~ lPilr=ILilr. Since ]G,. = ]n$=,(q”- l)],> 
IPill I q + 11,. we obtain that I- i < 1. By 3.3.1 if G 2: A,(2”) satisfies (H) for 
some s> 1 and 2E7r(A) then (q+ l)IIAl. If rEn(A) then IG,l=iA,I< 
]Pilr= IL&. Since ]Gr] = Inf=l(qzi- l)],>]PJ,.]q + 11,. we conclude that 
r E z(B), and then I- 1 < i < 2. In this case A r‘l Pi = N&G,) is solvable 
contradicting our assumption; thus (a) holds. 
Proof of (b). Since ] C,(q)1 = IB,(q)l and Li N Ai- l(q) C,-,(q), the proof 
of (b) is like that of (a) and 3.3.2 holds. 
3.3.3. D,(q) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. Let G N D,(q) be a counterexample of minimal order and 
{2,p}cn(A)thenA&Piforsome l<i<1.1fi<Z-2,Li-Ai-,(q)D,_i(q) 
and L l--L E-L,--A,-,(q). 
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3.3.3.1. p = 2. 
Proof: Let p # 2 then 
1 
IWG,l,= (22,q- 1) lq- II: 
and 
IJY4,d4dP)l2 = 1 (s + l,lq _ 1) ((I - 1)” (2’ 
Therefore 
1 l-l 
lGz’= (22,q-l) j=1 ~($+l)liI(d-11 j=l 2 
I-I 
= n (sj+ 1) ~P,12>2’-‘IP,12=2’-’ IP,&,l,. 
j=l 2 
Then i<l--2 and 
j=l-i+ 1 j=J-i 2 
By Proposition 2.7(f) I nS=l-i+ l(q’ - 1)12 > I nj= ,(4j - 1)12 then / G2I > (PJ2 
In.i:f-i(qj + 1)12 > 2 lPilz and 3.3.3.1 holds. 
3.3.3.2. A = P, . 
Proof: Let r be a prime such that Ord,(p) = 2. Note that DIei does 
not satisfy (H) if 4 < 1 - i < 1, D3(q) 2: A,(q) and if Ai = RM satisfies (H) 
with 2 E x(R) for some i > 2 then r E n(R). It follows by Proposition 2.9 
that if AsPi with i#2 or 221-i then IGrl=IArl=IPill=ILilr. If 
I - 2 = 2 = i then L, 2: A,(q) D,(q) N A,(q)(A,(q) X A,(q)), if r E n(A) then 
A n P, = A is solvable. Now we will prove that 1 P,l, < ) G,I for i > 2. 
By Proposition 2.7 if i > I- 1, IPIll = IPI-,l, < 1 IP,l(q + l)[, < 
lnf=,(q-- l)l’J:;\(qj+ l)/,=IG,I. If 2<i<l-2 then I-i<l--2 and 
I Pi II = [(q - 1)(q’-’ - 1) n$y(q” - 1) J-J;=,@ - l)l, = /(q/-i - 1) 
n;$‘(q2j- 1) n&,(4’- l)l,., H ence lPilr < l(qIwi - 1) nf:f-‘(q”j - 1) 
nf=,-i+ ,(d - l)lr < l(q’ - 1) nfZ:(S’j - l)l, = I G,I* 
3.3.3.3. 1= 2k + 1 is a Fermat prime and (I, q,- 1) = 1. 
ProoJ Now G = AB 11 D,(q) satisfies (H) with q = 2”, I> 4 and A c P, . 
As above if r is prime such that Ord,(q) = 2 then JG,J = /A,[ = IP, lr = 
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lLllr= IDi-,(q)lv lGrl= 1(&l) lYIf=:(q”-1>1,= l(q’-l)(q’-‘+l)l,IP,I,. 
By our assumption ((q’ - l)(q’-’ + l), r) = 1 thus 1 is odd and D,-,(r) does 
not satisfy (H). Therefore by Proposition 2.9 (IBI, lD,-l(q)l) = 1, which 
means by Proposition 2.6 that I- 1 = 2k, I = 2k + 1 is a prime such that 
(1, q - 1) = 1 and 3.3.3.3 holds. 
3.3.3.4. D,(q) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof (U. Preiser’s Proof). Let V be a representation space for D,(q). If 
G z D,(q) satisfies (H), then G has a subgroup B of order (q’-’ + 1) 
((4’ - l)/(q - 1)). By 3.3.3.1 and [7, 1.61 V has two maximal totally 
singular subspaces of dimension f, and D,(q) contains a cyclic subgroup K 
with IKI=(q’- l)/(q- 1) such that K acts fixed point freely and 
irreducibly on the above-mentioned maximal totally singular subspaces, 
without loss Kc B. We first want to prove that K is a CC-subgroup of B. 
Assume that C,(k) 3 K for some k E K#. We choose x E C,(k) such that 
Ix~EI~(B)-I~(K). H ence X= (k,x) is cyclic. By 3.3.3.3 and [17, II, 3.101 
x does not act irreducible on V. Since (k) acts irreducible on two subspaces 
of dimension I, it follows by [ 14, 3 Theorem 3.1 (Maschke)] that x acts 
irreducible on V, and V, with V = V, + V,. Finally, by [ 17, II, 7.31 we get a 
contradiction. So K is a CC subgroup of B. Now either F(B) = K or iF( 
(q/-l + 1). In the last case KF(B) is a Frobenius group and then IKI 
I F(B)1 - 1. But I F(B)1 - 1 < q’- ’ < Ci:: q = I K I. Then B is a Frobenius 
group and IB/KIIIKI-1. Now IKl-l=((q’-‘-l)/(q-l))-l= 
MP - l))l(q - 11, is a ain a contradiction; so 3.3.3 holds. 
3.3.4. Fd(q) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof Assume that G = AB = F4(q) satisfies (H) for some q with 
{2,p} c7c(A) and A cP, for some 1 < i < 4. L, E C,(q), L, E L, N 
A,(q) A,(q), L, EJ B,(q) and ING(GP)( = q24(q - 1)4. If q f 2” - 1 we choose 
r such that Ord,(q)= 2 as above ]Gr] = IAll = lPilr= ILilr. lG,l = j(q12 - 1) 
(q8 - l)(q6 - l)(q’ - l)l, = l(q’* - l)(q4 - l)(q6 - l)(q* - l)l, then I G,I = 
lWMq12 - 11, > PA-= IU and lGrl = l(q’* - W3 + l)(q2 - 1)’ 
(q3 - llr = IP2lr lW2 - l)(q3+ l)l,>IP,I,=IP,I,. If q=2”- 1 then by 
Proposition 2.7(e) I G,] = l(ql* - l)(q8 - l)(q6 - l)(q* - l)]* = lq + 11; 2’ > 
I4 + l I: 25 > lpi12 f or every 1 < i < 4 and 3.3.4 holds. 
3.3.5. ‘E,(q) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. Let G -E,(q) for some q be a counterexample, as above 
G,cAsPi for some l<i<6. L,=L6=D,(q), L,-A,(q), L,(q)- 
L,(q) -Al(q) L4 -Al(q)A2(dA2(q) and INdGJl= lG,l(q - 1)“. 
If i # 4 let r be a prime such that Ord,(q) = 3, clearly 1 G,] = IA,( < 1 P,(, = 
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]PJr for every if 4 then A G P,. 
If q # 2” - 1 we choose r such that Ord,.(q) = 2 also, in this case, 1 G,] = 
Prl = IM = IP4lv But lGrl= I@” - W? - 1 W- W* - l>lr > 
](q’ - l)]: = IP,],. In the case that q = 2” - 1 then ]Gz] = j(q* - l)(q5 - 1) 
(q6-- l)(q8- l)(q9- l)(qi*- l)],=lq+ 1]:29 and IP,l,=lq+ 1]i26 it 
follows that 3.3.5 holds. 
3.3.6. E,(q) does not satisfy (H). 
ProoJ Let G N E,(q) be a counterexample for some q and G, CA c Pi 
for some 1 GiG7. Ll=D6(q)y &-4(q), L3NA1(q)A5(q)T L4= 
A,(q)Ah)A,(q), '%=~267)~&)~ L6 -A,(q)D,(q) and L, -E,(q). Let r 
be a prime such that Ord,(q) = 3 then IPill = IL&, by 3.3.1-3.3.5 /G,] = 
IArl = lpilr* /Grl = I(@ - l)(q’* - I)(q” - 111, >I(@ - l>lf > lpi/r for 
1 < i < 6. It follows that i = 7, now if q # 2 we choose r such that 
Ord,(q)= 6 again ]Gr] = ]Ar] = IP,l,.= IE6(q)l,. Yet ]G,/ = l(q6 - l)(q’* - 1) 
(cl’* - 111, >lb? - lh’* - 111, =IE,(q)i,. If q = 2 then IG,I = lE,(2)13 > 
IE,(2)1, and 3.3.6 holds. 
3.3.7. E,(q) does not satisfy (H). 
ProoJ Let G N E,(q) be a counterexample for some q and G, c A E Pi 
for some 1 < i < 8. Note that L, -D,(q), L, eA,(q), L, -A,(q)A,(q), L, = 
AddA2(q)A6(q)3 L5 =A3(q)A4(dy L6 =~2(C?)b(dT L7 =h(dE&) and 
L, N E,(q). If i & {4,5} we choose r such that Ord,(q) = 5, if i E {4,5 } we 
choose r such that Ord,.(q) = 3, and in both cases I G lr = I PiII. Now / G,I = 
((q20-l)(q30-l)lr>lq10-11r=lPilr for every i@{4,5} and ]G1]= 
)(q’* - l)(q’* - l)(q24 - 1)(q3’ - l)], > )(q3 - 1)/f = )P4Jr= JP,), and conse- 
quently 3.3.7 holds. 
3.3.8. *A,(q) with I > 2 does not satisfy (H). 
ProoJ Note that *A,(2) is solvable. Let G =AB N *A,(q) be a counterex- 
ample of minimal order for some q. As above { 2, p} c x(A) and A g Pi for 
some l<i<k, where 2k- 1<1=2k. From [S] k>2. 
3.3.8.1. Ifpf2 then i<k-2 and k>3. 
Proof. In this case it sufices to show that ] PiI2 < I G, I for i 2 k - 1. If 
1=2k- 1 then 
IGl2= (( I + l,lq + 1) fi (q’j- 1) 1”1 @*j-l + 1) 1 ’ 
J 1 j=2 2 
IKAG,)I,= / cI+ l,lq+ 1j (q-1)k(q+ 1)x-‘i2, 
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L,-, =Ak-2(q2)A,(q) and Lk1:Ak-1(q2). Hence 
1 
IPk-l’*< (2k,q+ 1) j=l ir cq*‘- 1) > Pkl2. 2 
Since k&2 clearly IG21>jPi12 for i>k-1 and I odd. If Z=2k then 
lG21 = In~ds” - 1) n,“:;(s”-’ + 1j12, lN,(G,)I, = l(q* - i)l$, ~~~~ = 
Ak-h?‘) ‘A,(q) and L, =Akel(q2). Hence IPk-, I2 = j(q’ - l)(q3 + 1) 
nj”l:(q*‘- 1)12 < IG21 > ln5=I(q2j- 1)12 = IP,J, and 3.3.8.1 holds. 
3.3.8.2. p = 2. 
Proof. If p # 2 as above we will show that 1 G, 1 > I Pi I2 for 1 < i < k - 2. 
In this case Li --Ai-, 2A,-2i(q). If I= 2k then 
lG2I = 1 ‘-fi’ cd- WY’) j=fr+, k*‘- 1) I”I 
j=2 j=k-i+ I 
(q*j+l + I)( . 
2 
By Proposition 2.7(f) 
[-*it 1 
IG*l> n (d-(-U9 ry (q”-1) fj (q”+1++~Pi122. 
j=l j=l j=k-it 1 
If Z=2k- 1 then 
IGzl= I( I”I (q”-1) ii (q*j+l+l)l ’ 
j=k-if 1 j=k-i 2 
as above JG,( > 2 IPi12 and 3.3.8.2 holds. 
3.3.8.3. i<k-2 and k>3. 
Proof. First assume that k is odd and let ri be a prime such that 
Ord,,(q) = 2k then IGr,l = l(qk + l)(qzk - l)l,, > iq2k - 1 lr, = lAk-l(q2)lr, = 
jPklr,S Hence if A s P, then r, E x(B). Since 2 ( k, r, E $A,- 1(q2)) by 3.3.1 
k is prime with (r, q* - 1) = 1 then in particular k > 5. Now let r2 be a 
prime such that Ord,,(q) = k - 2 > 3 again by 3.3.1 r2 E n(A) but / GJ, = 
KS *(k-2) - q(qk-’ + l)‘,, > lq*‘k-*’ _ 1)11, = IPklr,. It follows that if k is odd 
then i< k- 1. Since k- 1 is even then Akp2(q2) does not satisfy (H) but 
IPk-,(,.2= IAk-2(q2)(r2= Iq2’k-” - 1 IT2 < (GI,,. It follows that 3.3.8.3 holds 
for k odd. Let 2 < k be even and r be a prime with Ord,(q) = k - 3 if 
i = k - 1 is a prime and (i, q2 - 1) = 1, otherwise with Ord,(q) = k - 1. As 
above ifAc_P, with k-l<i<kthen rEn(A). Again IGrl>lPiil=jLil,. 
yields a contradiction. If k = 2 we choose a prime r such that Ord,(q) = 2. 
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Since L, = ‘A,(q), L, E A,(q’) and A c Pi is nonsolvable then lG,/ = IA,1 = 
IPiIr* AS IGrl = Ii(S’ - l12(q3 + l)(q’ + 1)lr > l$<q’ - 1j2(q3 + l>lr> IPJ, 
we conclude that 3.3.8.3 holds. 
3.3.8.4. 1 < i. 
Proof. By 3.3.8.3 k > 3 and I- 1 > 2(k - 1) > k. L, 1: 2Al-,(q), by our 
assumption *A,-,(q) does not satisfy (H). Then if A E P,, 1 G,I = iA,1 = IP, II 
for every r E n(*A,-,(q)). 
If k is even and 2A1,(2)& G & 2A,2(2) let I be a prime such that 
~~~,(q~=~;~~~~I~,I,=I~,I,~Iqk-~I,I~,I,,<I~,/. 
If G-*A1(2) with 11<1<12 then lO<l-2+1<11 and IG,l= 
IQ4 - l>l: > P4 - l>l: = I *A1-2(2)15 = IP, 15. 
If k is odd and G&AA(2) with 1 E (5,6} we choose r such that 
Ord,(q) = 2k and r = 3 for A,(2) with 1 E {5,6}. 
It is easy to see as above that I G,I > 1 P, jr and 3.3.8.4 holds. 
3.3.8.5. Zfqf2 then i>l-2i+ 1. 
Proof Assume that i & 1- 2i + 1 then 1 + 1 > 3i. Let 1 + 1 = 3m + a 
with O< a < 2 then i< m. Since 2 Q i then 1+ 1 - 2i< 1+ 1 - 4 = 
3m+a-4=3(m-l)+(a-1) and l+l-2i>3m+a-2m=m+a. If 
q f 2 we choose r such that Ord,(q) = 6, then lGrl = I JJy= ,(3m - (-l)“l,.. 
Again we will show that IG,I=IPil,. Let i=3s+p with 0</3<2 then 
IAi-,(q*)[, = ln;=,(q3’*j’ - 1)1, and by our assumption 3s + p = i ,< 
1 - 2i + 1 = 3(m - 2s) + a - 2/3 and I 2A,-2i(q>Ir= In:=l(q3j- (-lY’lr, 
where t = m - 2s if a > Z/3 and t = m - 2s - 1 if a < 2/I. Since 2 < i < k - 2 
then 1>7, I-2i+1>4 and then lPilr~iq3+11,#1. By the inductive 
assumption *A,-,,(q) does not satisfy (H) then IG*I = lAll = IP,J, = ILilr = 
I *A,_,,(q)l, [A,-,(q2)l,. By Proposition 2.7 if a < 2/3 then clearly (PiI, < (GI, 
it follows that a > 2/3 and in particular p # 2. Since 1 < i # 3s + 2, i > 3 and 
s > 1. Again 1 # IPi/, < lGrl and 3.3.8.5 holds. 
3.3.8.6. q = 2. 
Proof. Let q f 2 by 3.3.8.5, i > I- 2i + 1. Since 2 < i & k - 2 then k > 4 
and 8<2k&l+ 1 <3i, thus i>3 and l--i+ 124. By our assumption 
2A l-zi(q) does not satisfy (H) by 3.3.1 Ai-, satisfies (H) if i is a prime. 
First assume that i is even and let r,, r2 be primes such that Ord,,(q) = 
2(i- 1) and OrdJq)=6 then {r1,r2} E~(A~-~(~‘))Ex(LJ and IG,,l= 
lA;fj-T,lPilp.,= (Lilr, for every. 1 <j< 2. Since IG,,I = I(q”-i’ + 1) 
;- 1). 
- l)l,, it follows that (q(‘-I) +1)l12A,-2i(q)l hence i>l-2i+l> 
Th us l-2i+l=i-1. We will show that ILiJr2<JGry(. Let 
i = 3m + a with 0 < a < 2. If a = 0, since 4 < i then m > 2, 1 + 1 - 2i = 
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i - 1 = 3m - 1 and I+ 1 = 3(3m) - 1 = 3(3m - 1) + 2. Since (3m - 1) > 
m + (m - 1) it follows by Proposition 2.7 that )G,,I > jLilr, = IPilr,. If a # 0 
then 3(3m+ 1)+2>1+ 1>3(3m)+2 and 3m+ 1>1+ l-2i>3m. 
Since 2m < 3m as above lGr,l > (Lilr2. Let i be odd and r, a prime such that 
Ord,.,(q)= 21. Since rl E $Ai-l(q2)), rl@ ~(2A~-2i(q)) and IG,,l > IPilr, 
then Ai- I(q2) satisfies (H); that means that i is a prime. Let i = 3m + a, then 
either i=3 or l<a<2. If 3=i<k-2 then 10<1+1<3i=9 then 
3#i=3m+a with a#O. Let i-l>Z+l-2i=3s+p with 0</3<2 
and r2 a prime such that Ord,,(q) = 6. Since 5 < i then r2 E 7c(Ai(q2)) and by 
Proposition 2.9 and 3.3.1 r2 E n(A), that is, IGrll = IAr,l = ILilr,. Now either 
m>sorm=sanda>~.Ifm=s,l+1=3(3m)+2a+~since2m<3m, 
then by Proposition 2.7 )Gr21 > ILil,., = IAi-,(q2)l,, I 2AI-2(q)l,,. Finally, if 
s<mthenE+1=3(s+2m)+2a+/3ands+2m>s+m;againweobtain 
that IGr,l > IPilr, and 3.3.8.6 holds. 
3.3.8.7. 2Ar(2) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof: Let G 2: ‘A,(2) for some 3 < 2k - 1 < I< 2k. Since A is a 
nonsolvable Hall subgroup of G such that A E Pi for some 2 < i Q k - 2 
then (2, 3 } c n(A) and in particular 
(3,1: 1) 1’6 (2’-(-lY) =IG,l=IA~I=If’il3* 
J 2 3 
We will show that [PiI < IG31 f or every 2<i<k-2. SinceLi-Ai-, 
2A,-2i(q) and by Proposition 2.7 IAi-i(q2)lJ < lnik=k-i+1(22i- l)lj and 
I njk,k-i+ [(22’+’ + 1)13 > 3’ then IG31 > 3’-’ /PiI and 3.3.8 holds. 
3.3.9. ‘D,(q) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. Let G 11 ‘D,(q) be a counterexample of minimal order. Then 
{2,p}cn(A) and AsPi for some l<i<l- 1. L,-,NA,-~(~) and Li- 
Ai_* 2D,-i(q) if 1 < i < I- 2. 
3.3.9.1. p = 2. 
Proof. By our assumption )G, I = IA 2 I = I Pi 12. Assume that p # 2 then 
Since I- 1 > 3 then 1G21 > IP,-,I,. 
48 I /86/2~ I7 
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If 1 GiGi- then 
lPi12 = 1 (q;41fs;;; l) l;G’ (q2’- 1) 1’1 (qj - I)! *. 
3 j=2 
By Proposition 2.7 In:=,(qj - 1)12 < 1 nr;iMi+ ,(qj - l)i2 and clearly 
[G : Pil2 > lql + 1 I2 > 2 and 3.3.9.1 holds. 
3.3.9.2. If 1- 1 is not a Mersenne prime then G & ‘D,(2”). 
Proof. If G II *D,(q) with q = 2” we choose a prime r such that 
Ord,(q) = 2. Since E - 1 > 3 and A C_ Pi then i(q’ + 1) JJl;:(q*’ - l)l, = 
lGr] = JA,I = IPilr. As above we will show that ICI, > [Pill. 
If l,<i<l-2 then lPilr=/(q’-‘+ l)nfz’;‘(q*j- l)njz2(q’- l)lr 
and IPI-,jr= ](q + l)nl1:(q’- l>lr then [G :Pi] 2 In~=,~i+i(qj+ l)l, and 
clearly ] G,] > lPilr if either i # 1 or I is odd. 
If 1 is even then *D,-,(q) EL, with 3 < I- 1 odd and since *A,(q)= 
‘D3(q) then ‘D!-,(q) does not satisfy (H). Then lArl = lG,I for every 
r E x(L1). Since [G : P,] = (q’ + I)((q’-’ - l)/(q - 1)) and $P,) = x(L1) by 
Proposition 2.6 we conclude that 1= 2k and I - 1 is a Mersenne prime, thus 
3.3.9.2 holds. 
3.3.9.3. *D,(q) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof (U. Preiser’s Proof). Let V be a representation space for ‘D,(q). If 
G N *D,(q) satisfies (H) then G has a subgroup 3 of order (q’+’ + 1) 
((q’- l)/(q - 1)). By 3.3.9.1 and [7, 1.61 V has two maximal totally 
singular spaces of dimension I and *D,(q) contains a cyclic subgroup K with 
I~l=(q’- 1)/(4- 1) such that K acts fixed point freely and irreducibly on 
the above-mentioned maximal totally singular subspaces and centralizes 
some 2-dimensional subspace. Without loss Kc B. Now by the above and 
[ 17, II, 7.31 for each x f B with 1x1 1 q’ + 1 (x) acts irreducible on V and 
then also B acts irreducible on V. Since K centralizes a nontrivial subspace 
of V it follows that F(B) n K = 1, thus IF(B)] 1 (ql + 1). Let x E Z@‘(B)) be 
of prime order. By [ 17, II, 7.31, C,(x) = 1 and I KI 121, a contradiction. 
Consequently 3.3.9 holds. 
3.3.10. ‘E,(q) does not satisfy (H). 
ProoJ Let G 2: E6(q) satisfy (H) then A G Pi for some 1 < i < 4, 
L, N *D,(q), L, = A,(q*) A,(q), L, 2: A2(q2) A,(q) and L, N ‘A,(q). Let r be 
a prime such that Ord,(q) = 4, then ]G,J = l(q8 - l)(q’* - l)l, > 1q4 - 1 Ir = 
lLilr for every 1 <i < 4 by 3.3.1, 3.3.8 and 3.3.9 i = 2. Since G, = A, then 
p = 2 and clearly I G,] > IP21r for r a prime with Ord,(q) = 2. Thus 3.3 holds. 
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4. THE SIMPLE GROUPS OF ALTERNATING OR SPORADIC TYPE 
4.1. Let G be a simple group of Alternating type A,, such that G satisfies 
(H). Then n>5 isaprimeandA-A,-,. 
Proof. By [26] every nonsolvable proper Hall subgroup of A, is of type 
A n-1 with n a prime. Now by [ 15, Theorem A41 we conclude that 4.1 holds. 
4.2. Let G be a simple group of Sporadic type such that G satisfies (H). 
Then G is of type (II) or (III) in Theorem 1.1. 
Proof. In the case that G is a group of type M,, , IV,~, Mz2, Mz3, Mz4, 
J, , J,, J, , HS, MC, He, .3 or F, , all the maximal subgroups of G are known 
[ 25 1. Only M, i , M,, , M,, and J, possess Hall subgroups of composite, even 
order. Let A be such a Hall subgroup. If G NM,, then [G : A] = 7 . 11 and 
if G NJ, then [G : A] = 11 . 19. Since M,, does not satisfy E,,,, and J, does 
not satisfy E,,,,9 then 4.2 holds in this case. Moreover, if M,, = AB satisfies 
(H) with ]B] = 11 . 23 then either A NA,E,~, where E,, is an elementary 
abelian group of order 16, or A E M,, Z,, where Z, is a group of order 2. 
The other possible structures are specified in Theorems l.l(II) and (III). 
Next we will prove that the remaining Sporadic groups do not satisfy (H). 
In each case the proofs are similar. We obtain information about these 
groups from [25]. Now assume that there exists another Sporadic simple 
group G such that G = AB satisfies (H), and let 2 E x(A). Since B is a 
solvable subgroup then, by [ 121, A is a nonsolvable subgroup of G. 
4.2.1.’ J4 does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. 1J41 = 2” . 33 . 5 . 7. 113 . 23 . 29. 31 ’ 37. 43 and J, has live 
odd prime graph components: 23, 29, 31, 37 and 43. Assume as above that 
J, = AB satisfies (H) with 2 E n(A). Clearly at most one of the above- 
mentioned primes belongs to x(B). 
4.2.1.1. S(A) = 1. 
Proo$ Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A. It is easy to see [25] 
that~(N)~{2,3,11}.LetrE{29,37}nn(A)#0.ThenNG,isagroupfor 
some G, c A and IN] z l(r) by Proposition 2.5. Since Ord,(2) > 21, 
Ord,(3) > 3 and Ord,( 11) > 3 for every r E {29,37) then S(A) = 1. 
4.2.1.2. A is not a nonsolvable subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A. Since A = NA(N,)N 
for every r E n(N) and by the above argument {29,37} n K(A) # 0 then 
(29, 37) A x(A) = { 29, 37) n z(N); in particular N is a simple group with at 
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least five prime graph components. By [ 3 1 ] either N N Es(q) or N is a group 
of Chevalley type of characteristic 2. Since lE,(q)l, = q’*’ then N is of the 
second type. Let r E {23,31,43} n n(N) then ]NG(Gr)12 = 2, therefore 2*’ < 
IN21 < 2”. That means that N is of one of the types .4,(2’), A,(22), A,(2), 
B,(25), C,(2’), D,(2), *A2(2’), *A4(2*), *B,(25) or 2D,(22). Since 
{29,37} n K(N) # 0 and Ord,(2) > 21 for r E {29,37} then N is not of any 
of these types and 4.2.1 holds. 
4.2.2. Suz does not satisfy (H). 
ProoJ SW = 2 l3 . 3’ . 5* . 7 . 11 . 13 and Suz has two odd prime graph 
components 11 and 13. Assume that Suz =AB satisfies (H) with 2 E n(A). 
From [25] it is easy to see that at most one of the primes 5, 7, 11, 13 
belongs to n(B). 
4.2.2.1. O(A) = 1. 
Proof: Clearly 15, 7, 11, 13) n n(S(A)) = 1. Note that Ord,(3) = 4, 
Ord,(3) = 6, Ord,,(3) = 5 and Ord,,(3) = 3. If O,(A) # 1 and 11 E x(A) 
then G,,O,(A) is a group; hence lo,(A)] = 35. Clearly, in this case, 
13 E x(B), it follows in particular that G, cA and G, O,(A) is a group. Now 
] O,(A) r‘l N(G,)( = 3; let x E O,(A) n N(G,). It is easy to see that, with these 
assumptions, x E C(G,), a contradiction because ] C,(x)l, < 5 for every x of 
order 3 [25]. If 11 E n(B) then n(B) = 11 and IO,(A)] = 3j with j E {3,6}. 
As above O,(A) G, is a group, a contradiction. It follows that O(A) = 1. 
4.2.2.2. A is not a nonsolvable subgroup of G. 
Proof: Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A/O,(A). By Thompson’s 
Theorem [9, Theorem 7.61, there is a prime ri E x(N) - (2, 3, 11). Let r2 E 
{5,7,11, lJ}nW)- {r,}, since r2 4 (NG(Gr,)) it follows as in 4.2.1.2 that 
r2 E WI; that means a(A)n{5,7, 11, 13}=n(N)n(5,7, 11, 13). 
Moreover, as in 4.2.21, N is a simple group and [A : N] = 2k with 
k E N U {O}. It is easy to see that N is neither a group of Sporadic type nor 
of Alternating type. By consideration of the order of the Sylow p-subgroups 
of the Chevalley groups of characteristic p together with the above 
arguments N belongs to one of the types: A,(2*‘), A,(2”), A2(24), 2A2(24), 
A,(2’), ‘A,(2*), A,(2), B2(23), C2(23), *D,(2) or *B2(2”). Since { 17,31} n 
n(G) = 0 and ]B2(23)], = 7* = ]C2(23)17 then N is not a non-abelian simple 
group and 4.2.2 holds. 
4.2.3. Ru does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. JRul= 214 . 33 . 53 . 7 . 13 . 29 and 29 is the unique odd prime 
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graph component of Ru. Assume that Ru =AB satisfies (H); from [25] it is 
easy to see that IBI = 7 . 29 or B is a Sylow subgroup of G. 
4.2.3.1. O(A) = 1. 
Proof: Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A of odd order. It is clear 
that x(N) n { 7, 13,29} = 0; moreover N is not a Sylow p-subgroup of G for 
some p odd [25]. Since Ord,(5) > 3 < Ord,,(5) and (7, 13) n rr(C,(x)) = 0 
for every x of order 5, then O,(A) = 1. Since Ord,(3) = 6, Ord,,(3) = 3 and 
(7, 13) n ~(C,(X)) = 1 f or every x of order 3 then O,(A) = 1 and 4.2.3.1 
holds. 
4.2.3.2. A is not a nonsolvable subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A/O,(A). As in 4.2.2.2 N 
is a simple group with [A : N] = 2k for some k E N U {O}. It is easy to see 
that N is neither a group of Sporadic type nor of Alternating type. By the 
above arguments N is a group of type A,(24), 2A,(24), A,(26), 2A,(26), 
4(2*), *4(2*), B,P6), C,(27 or ‘F,(2)‘. Since { 17, 19) n a(N) = 0 and 
] *F,(2)‘] = 2” . 3’ . 5’ . 7 . 13, then 4.2.3 holds. 
4.2.4. Ly does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. lLyl= 28 * 3’ * 56 -7. 11.31.37.67 and Ly has three odd 
prime graph components: 31, 37 and 67. Assume that Ly = AB satisfies (H); 
then by [25], either IB I = 11 . 67 or B is a Sylow subgroup of G. 
4.2.4.1. S(A) = 1. 
Proof. Let N be a minimal normal abelian subgroup of A. As above N is 
not a Sylow subgroup of G. Since z(A) n {37,67} # 0, Ord,(5) > 5, 
Ord,(3) > 6 and Ord,(2) > 8 for r E {37,67} then S(A) = 1. 
4.2.4.2. A is not a nonsolvable subgroup of G. 
Proof: Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A; it is clear that N is a 
simple group and [A : N] < 2. Since { 37,67} n z(N) # 0 then N is neither of 
Sporadic type nor of Alternating type. Now if r E {37,67) n x(N) then, 
clearly, N is a group of Chevalley type of characteristic p # r but then, as in 
4.2.4.1, r e z(N), a contradiction. Therefore 4.2.4 holds. 
4.2.5. ON does not satisfy (H). 
Proof [ONI = 2’ . 34 . 5 . 7’ . 11 . 19 . 3 1 and ON has three odd prime 
graph components: 11, 19 and 3 1. Assume that ON = AB satisfies (H), then 
IBI=5. 11 or IBI=5. 31 or B is a Sylow subgroup of G. 
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4.2.5.1. S(A) = 1. 
Proof. Let N be a minimal normal abelian subgroup of A then N is not a 
Sylow subgroup of G [25]. Since n(A)n(11,31}#0, Ord,,(7)>3< 
Ord,,(7) and Ord,,(3) = 5 < Ord,,(3) then O(A) = 1. Since (11, 19) n 
x(,4) # 0 and Ord,,(2) = 10 < Ord,,(2), then S(A) = 1. 
4.2.5.2. A is not a nonsolvable subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A; as above, N is a 
simple group and [A : N] < 2. By order consideration N is neither of Alter- 
nating type nor of Sporadic type. Since N has at least two odd prime 
components then by [3 1 ] and the above arguments N is a group of 
Chevalley type of characteristic 2. Since (11, 19) fl x(N) # $ as in 4.2.5.1 
and 4.2.4.2 we conclude that 4.2.5 holds. 
4.2.6. .l does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. ].l/= 22’ . 39. 54. 72. 11 . 13 . 23 and 23 is the unique odd 
prime graph component of .l. Note that Ord,,(3) = 11 = Ord,,(2), 
Ord,,(5) > 4 and Ord,,(7) > 2. Assume now that .l = AB satisfies (H) then 
either 23 E x(A) or z(B) c { 11,23}. 
4.2.6.1. O(A) = 1. 
Proof. If 23 E x(A), clearly O(A) = 1. If 23 E n(B) let N be a minimal 
normal subgroup of A of odd order. It is easy to see that x(N) n 
(7, 11, 13,23} =#. Since Ord,,(5)= 4 and Ord,(5)= 6 then n(N)# 5. 
Finally, Ord,(3) = 4 and Ord,(3) = 6 and if x E .l is of order 3 then 
]C.,(X)]~ < 52 and ]C.,(x)(, < 7 by [25], it follows that O(A)= 1. 
4.2.6.2. A is not a nonsolvable subgroup of G. 
Proof: Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A/O,(A), clearly N is a 
simple group and [A : N] = 2j. Since { 5, 23 } n x(A) # $ then it is easy to see 
that N is a group of Chevalley type of characteristic p E 12, 3). Since 
Ord,,(p) = 11 for p E {2,3} and (p” - l)C].lI then 23 E n(B). Now since 
G, = 4W and {37,757}nn(.l)=4 then p= 2. Finally, 
{ 17, 19, 3 1,41, 73) n z(N) = 0 implies that 4.2.6 holds. 
4.2.7. .2 does not satisfy (H). 
Proof: 1.21= 218 . 36 . 5 3 . 7 . 11 a 23 and .2 has two odd prime graph 
components: 11 and 23. Assume that .2 = AB satisfies (H). 
4.2.7.1. O(A) = 1. 
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Proof As above it is easy to see that S(A) = (5, 7, 11,23} = 4. Since 
Ord,,(3) = 11 then if 23 E n(A) is O(A) = 1. Let 23 E @), since 
Ord,(3) = 6, 3 E rr(N(G,)) but 3 @ n(C(G,)), Ord,(3) = 4 and IN( = 3 
[25], then O(A)= 1. 
4.2.7.2. A is not a nonsolvable subgroup of G. 
Proof: Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A/O,(A); as above N is a 
simple group and [A : N] = 2j. It is easy to see that 23 E z(B) and N is a 
group of Chevalley type of characteristic 2 or 3. Since 13 4 7r(.2), 
Ord,,(3) = 3 and Ord,,(2) = 12 then we conclude that 4.2.7 holds. 
4.2.8. M(22) does not satisfy (H). 
ProoJ: IM(22)1= 2l’ .39.52.7.11.13 and 13 is the unique odd 
prime component of M(22). Assume that M(22) = AB satisfies (H). 
4.2.8.1. S(A) = 1. 
ProoJ M(22) is embedded in ‘E,(2) [25]. If O,(A) # 1 then A is 
embedded in a maximal parabolic subgroup Pi of *E,(2) with 1 < i < 4. 
Since 13 @ 7c(Pi) and 5= . ll,j’I~r(P,)] for every 1 <i<4 then O,(A)= 1. 
Now if S(A) # 1 clearly, rc(S(A)) = 3. But Ord,(3) = 4, Ord,,(3) = 5, 
Ord,(3) = 6 and Ord,,(3) = 3 imply that IS(A)1 = 36 and x(B) = {5, 11). Let 
N be a minimal normal subgroup of A/O,(A) since 5 @ n(N), Ord,,(2) = 12 
and 26 + 1 = 5 . 13 then N is a group of Chevalley type of characteristic 3. 
Since INj] < 33 and 2” = ]N,(N,,,(,,, (N,,)),/ by Proposition 2.2 we conclude 
that S(A) = 1. 
4.2.8.2. A is not a nonsolvable subgroup of G. 
ProoJ: Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A; as above N is a simple 
group.Since~#{11,13}~n(A)={11,13}nn(N)then[A:N]~22~3.Itis 
easy to see that N is a group of Chevalley type. 
First assume that 11 E z(A). Since 3’ - 1 = 2 . 11’ then N is a group of 
Chevalley type of characteristic 2. As Ord,,(2) = 10 and 25 - 1 = 31 @ rc(.l) 
then N is of type ‘A,(2), *A,(2) or *D,(2). Since 17 E 7r(‘Dg(2)), 
13 @ 7r(‘A,(2))~ n(*A,(2)) and I *A,(2)1, = 5 = I ‘A,(2)1, then 11 E n(B), 
moreover x(B) = 11. Since { 19 . 41 . 757) n n(M(22)) = 4 then N is a group 
of Chevalley type of characteristic 2. Now { 11, 17, 3 1 } n n(N) = 4 implies 
that 4.2.8 holds. 
4.2.9. M(23) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof: IM(23)/= 2l* . 313 . 5=. 7. 11 . 13. 17. 23 and M(23) has two 
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odd prime graph components 17 and 23. Assume that M(23) = AB satisfies 
P-9 
Since (17,23jnrr(A)# 1, Ord,,(3)= 16, Ord,,(3)= 11, Ord,,(3)=5 
and Ord,(3) = 6 then O(A) = 1. 
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A/O,(A); as above N is simple 
and [A : N] = 2k, moreover N is a group of Chevalley type of characteristic 
2. Since Ord,,(2) = 11 and 89 12” - 1 then 23 E n(B) 5 { 11,231. Since 
(19,31,43, 73, 127,257) (7 n(M(23)) = 4 then 4.2.9 holds. 
4.2.10. M(24)’ does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. (M(24)‘( = 22’ . 316 . 52. 73. 11 . 13 . 17. 23 .29 and M(24)’ 
has three odd prime graph components: 17, 23 and 29. Assume that M(24)’ 
satisfies (H). 
4.2.10.1. S(A)= 1. 
Proof. Note that ]C(G,,)] = 2’ . 3’ . 13, JC(G,,)J = 2’ . 3 . 11, if 
zEZ(G,) and x& Z(G,) with Ix”] = ]z] = 7 then ]C(z)J = 22 a 3 . 73 and 
iC(x)( = 24 . 32 . 5 - 7’, Ord,,(3) = 16, Ord,,(2) = 8, Ord,,(3) = 11 = 
Ord,,(2) and Ord,,(2) = 28 = Ord,,(3). Now it is easy to see that if 
O(A) # 1 then O(A) = O,(A) and ]B] = 29. Since (Ord,,(3), Ord,,(3)) = 1 
then O,(A) = 1. By the same argument O,(A) = 1 and 4.2.10.1 holds. 
4.2.10.2. A is not a nonsolvable subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A; clearly N is a simple 
group of Chevalley type of characteristic 2 or 3. Let rl E {23,29} fT z(N) 
and there exists another prime r2 6? n(M(24)‘) with Ord,,(p) = Ord,,(p) for 
every p E (2, 3); therefore 4.2.10 holds. 
4.2.11. F3 does not satisfy (H). 
Prooj (F,( = 215 . 3” . 53. 72. 13. 19. 31 and F, has two odd prime 
graph components: 19 and 31. Assume that F, = AB satisfies (H). It is easy 
to see that O(A) = 1 1251. 
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A/O,(A); as above N is a simple 
group of Chevalley type with [A : N] = 2k. Since Ord,,(3) = 30, 61 ] 3 I5 + 1 
and Ord,,(3) = 18 = Ord3,(3) then N is a group of Chevalley type of charac- 
teristic 2. Since 17 & x(F& then 4.2.11 holds. 
4.2.12. F, does not satisfy (H). 
Proo$ (F,( = 24’ . 313 . 56.72.11.13.17.19.23.31.47 and F, 
has two odd prime graph components 31 and 47. Assume that F, = AB 
satisfies (H). Since Ord,,(3) < Ord,,(3) then O(A) = 1. 
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Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of A/O,(A) then by the same 
argument N is a simple group of Chevalley type of characteristic 2 and 
[A : N] = 2k. Since Ord,,(2) = 23 and (IF*), (223 - 1)) = 47 then 
47 E x(B) c {23,47}, moreover since Ord,,(2) = 11 = Ord,,(2) then x(B) = 
{23,47}. Since Ord,,(2) = 18 and Ord,,(2) = 9 it is easy to see that 4.2.12 
holds. 
4.2.13. F, does not satisfy (H). 
Proof: IFI1 = 246 . 320 . j9 . 76 . II2 . l33 . 17. 19. 23 . 29 + 31 . 41 
. 47 . 59 . 71 and F, has three odd prime graph components 41, 59 and 71. 
Assume that G = AB satisfies (H). Since { 59, 7 1) n n(A) # $ and Ord,,(r) > 
IF, 1,. < Ord,,(r) for r E n(F,) then as above 4.2.13 holds. Thus 4.2 holds. 
From Sections 3 and 4 we conclude that Theorem 1.1 holds. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
5.1. Proof of Corollary 1.2 
Let G be a group such that G satisfies (H). By Theorem 1.1 we may 
assume that G is not simple. Let N be a maximal normal subgroup of G then 
G/N E AN/N, BN/N is a simple group and either AN/N # 1 # BN/N (that 
is, G/N satisfies (H)) or AN/N = 1 or BN/N = 1. In the second case 
n(G/N) = z(B/B n N) c n(B) or n(G/N) = z(A/A n N) G n(A) and 
Corollary 1.2 holds. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let G = AB = CD be a simple group with (]A 1, [B I) = 
l=(lCl,IDl), 2En(A)n7r(C)andA&C. 
(a) IfIB/ = IDI then G=M,,. 
(b) Zf IBI # I D( then G is of one of the types: M,, , M23, PSL(2, q) 
withqE (7,11,59}orPSL(5,2)andeitherIBI~IDIorID~~ JBI. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let G be nonabelian simple group such that G satisfies 
E,, for some prime r E r(G). Then G belongs to one of the following types: 
(I) A,withr>5aprimeandG,,=A,-,. 
(II) M,, with r = 11 and G,, N M,,. 
(III) M,, with r = 23 and G,, N M,,. 
(IV) PSL(2, q) where either r = q = 11 and G,, N A, or G,, N Na(G,,) 
is solvable and either q =p is a Mersenne prime and r = 2 or q = 2” and 
r > 3 is a Fermat prime. 
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(V) PSL(1, q) with 1 an odd prime such that (1, q - 1) = 1, (q’ - l)/ 
(q - 1) = rs for some s and G,, is a maximal parabolic subgroup such that 
PSL(l- 1, q) is involved in Grr. 
In particular tf r is odd then G, is cyclic. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let G be a group such that G satisfies E,, and E,, with 
p # I an odd prime and p E n(G). Then G is not a nonabelian simple group. 
Moreover G is p-solvable. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let G be a group such that G satisfies E,; and E,; for 
two odd primes p, and p2, where {p,pz} c n(G). Then G is not a simple 
group. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let G be a nonabelian simple group such that G 
satisfies E,, with p E n(G). 
(I) If p = 2 then G N PSL(2, r) with r a Mersenne prime. 
(II) Ifp = 3 then G N PSL(2, 23). 
(III) Ifp = 5 then G N A, rr. PSL(2,4) z PSL(2,5). 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let G be a group such that G satisfies E,,. Assume 
that Suz(q) and PSL(2, 23) are not involved in G. Then G is solvable. 
In this research on factorizable groups G = AB we also classified simple 
groups such that B is an r-group, r a prime. We proved the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 5.8. Let G be a simple group and M a proper subgroup of G 
such that [G : M] = rs with r a prime and s a natural number. Then G 
belongs to one of the following types: 
(I) PSL(2, 11) with M? A,. 
(II) PSL(2,p) with 7 <p a Mersenne prime and M = N,(G,). 
(III) PSL(2, 2”) with M = No(GJ and either n = 3 and r* = 3* or 
s = 1 and r = 2” i- 1 is a Fermat prime. 
(IV) PSU(4,2) N PSp(4,3) with rs = 3*. 
(V) PSL(1, q) with 1 an odd prime such that (1, q - 1) = 1 and M is 
a maximal parabolic subgroup of index rs = (q’ - I)/(q - 1) such that 
PSL(l- 1, q) is involved in M. 
(VI) A,, with 5<n=rSandM--A+,. 
(VII) M1, with MzM,,,. 
(VIII) M,, with M 2: M,, . 
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In particular either M is a Hall r’-subgroup of G or G is of type (IV) or (VI) 
and s > 2. 
Since W. Feit pointed out in a letter that Guralnick [32] recently proved 
the same theorem, we decided to omit the proof. 
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